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The Biography of My Autobiography Penguin
In 1974 in Kinshasa, Za�re, two African American boxers were paid five million dollars apiece to fight each other. One was
Muhammad Ali, the aging but irrepressible “professor of boxing.” The other was George Foreman, who was as taciturn as
Ali was voluble. Observing them was Norman Mailer, a commentator of unparalleled energy, acumen, and audacity. Whether
he is analyzing the fighters’ moves, interpreting their characters, or weighing their competing claims on the African and
American souls, Mailer’s grasp of the titanic battle’s feints and stratagems—and his sensitivity to their deeper
symbolism—makes this book a masterpiece of the literature of sport. Praise for The Fight “Exquisitely refined and
attenuated . . . [a] sensitive portrait of an extraordinary athlete and man, and a pugilistic drama fully as exciting as the
reality on which it is based.”—The New York Times “One of the defining texts of sports journalism. Not only does Mailer
recall the violent combat with a scholar’s eye . . . he also makes the whole act of reporting seem as exciting as what’s
occurring in the ring.”—GQ “Stylistically, Mailer was the greatest boxing writer of all time.”—Chuck Klosterman, Esquire “One
of Mailer’s finest books.”—Louis Menand, The New Yorker Praise for Norman Mailer “[Norman Mailer] loomed over
American letters longer and larger than any other writer of his generation.”—The New York Times “A writer of the greatest
and most reckless talent.”—The New Yorker “Mailer is indispensable, an American treasure.”—The Washington Post “A
devastatingly alive and original creative mind.”—Life “Mailer is fierce, courageous, and reckless and nearly everything he
writes has sections of headlong brilliance.”—The New York Review of Books “The largest mind and imagination [in modern]
American literature . . . Unlike just about every American writer since Henry James, Mailer has managed to grow and
become richer in wisdom with each new book.”—Chicago Tribune “Mailer is a master of his craft. His language carries you
through the story like a leaf on a stream.”—The Cincinnati Post
A Dollar a Day Without Being There: The Biography of Frank J. Mueller Pan
Known to his fans as the Dark Destroyer, all of his first 22 professional fights ended with him
knocking out his opponents - half of them before the first round was over.
Dark Trade Simon and Schuster
Hats, Handwraps and Headaches is the inspiring, surprising and sometimes shocking story of Irish boxing coach Paddy Fitzpatrick, a failed pro boxer
who was almost a Foreign Legionary before finding fame as a trainer of world-class fighters. After struggling as a young adult with thoughts of
suicide, Paddy's life was transformed by a chance meeting with Hall of Fame trainer Freddie Roach. Paddy moved to LA to learn his trade at Roach's
Wild Card gym, working with the likes of world champions James Toney and Laila Ali, and spending time with Laila's legendary father Muhammad Ali.
Back in England, Paddy used the things he had learnt to take George Groves to three world title fights, including the return super-fight with Carl
Froch, which drew 80,000 fans to Wembley Stadium. Filled with astonishing anecdotes - like the time Paddy was almost shot by an irate boxer and a
near-miss with a grizzly bear - Hats, Handwraps and Headaches is funny and poignant in equal measure, with riveting tales from both sides of the
Atlantic.
Reality Check Random House
Carl Froch grew up on a tough Nottingham housing estate. His dad took him to the local boxing gym at just nine years old, hoping boxing would keep
him out of trouble. Carl’s incredible natural ability soon became clear and he rapidly ascended the heights of professional boxing, becoming three-time
Super Middleweight champion and Britain’s most exciting boxer. In 29 professional fights has suffered defeat only twice. His greatest fights have
already gone down in boxing history. In 2009 he was knocked down for the first time in his career by Jermain Taylor. Behind on everyone's scorecard
but his own, until, with just 14 seconds of the fight to go, he came back in spectacular fashion with a stunning knock out. In 2012 he emphatically beat
Lucian Bute to reclaim his belt in front of record audiences. The press described the fight as ‘one of the best nights in British boxing’. The Cobra
follows Britain's most respected boxer every step of the way as he prepares for, and fights, the most important bouts of his life. Honest, outspoken, and
every inch the boy from Nottingham, Carl pulls no punches in his revealing story from inside the high-stakes world of boxing, from his first discovery
of his talent to his ascent to World Champion. **Fully updated from the hardback; this edition includes two brand new chapters covering Carl's
astonishing fifth-round destruction of previously unbeaten Lucian Bute, to reclaim his IBF world super middleweight title**
War and Peace Scholastic Inc.
WINNER AT THE TELEGRAPH SPORTS BOOK AWARDS 2021 HEALTH AND FITNESS *The Sunday Times Number One Business Bestseller* Pre-
order now: the knockout book about success and mindset, by one of boxing's most respected and influential promoters. 'Relentless fizzes with Hearn's work ethic' -
Financial Times __________ What does it take to succeed? What is the mindset required to be the best? How do you stay at the top of your field? How do you come
back from failure? Eddie Hearn knows what it takes. In his remarkable career, Hearn has worked alongside some of the biggest names in sports entertainment and
has seen first-hand the grit and relentless determination that it takes to succeed. Structured around the key skills that Eddie Hearn values the most, this book looks at
his business, life, and the drive to succeed. Covering subjects such as discipline, passion, preparation, motivation and failure, this book shows you what it takes to get
the most in your life and career. In this insightful and revealing book, Eddie talks about the highs and lows of his career - from negotiating a billion dollar boxing
deal to selling out Wembley for the Joshua Klitschko fight - and draws the valuable lessons that we can learn from boxing's toughest performers. __________
'Arguably the world's most powerful boxing promoter' - Financial Times 'The most powerful man in British boxing' Business Insider 'Eddie Hearn has been at the

forefront of boxing's resurgence' GQ 'The biggest promoter in boxing' Square Mile __________ The perfect book for when life deals a knockout blow, an invaluable
guide about making the most from life, drawn from the hard-won lessons of one of the most successful boxing promoters in the world.
The Frock-coated Communist Random House Trade Paperbacks
They called him “Manos de Piedra”—Hands of Stone—and he was one of the greatest boxers of all time. Now Roberto Durán tells his unbelievable story: from
the streets of Panama to being crowned one of the “Four Kings,” along with Hearns, Leonard, and Hagler, as he blazed a trail through the Golden Age of Boxing.
Born into abject poverty, barely able to read or write, Durán quickly realized that his fists could both protect him on the streets and put food on the table. His
reputation was established on the day when, for a bet, he knocked down a horse with a single punch. At the age of twenty-one, he claimed his first world title, against
Ken Buchanan at Madison Square Garden. The legend of Manos de Piedra was born, but his most glorious moment was yet to come. In 1980, Durán delivered
one of the greatest upsets in boxing history by defeating the previously unbeatable Sugar Ray Leonard. But greater fame brought greater distractions, and
Durán’s endless partying took its toll before the two superstars faced each other again. Here, for the first time ever, Durán confronts the debacle of the rematch
that entered sporting folklore, and the truth behind the moment he was heard to utter the infamous words “No más”—No more. Durán’s explosive
performances in the ring were matched only by the volatility of his life outside it. He lurched from living like royalty to bankruptcy and, after being written off as a
boxing also-ran, made a bloody, legendary comeback that gave his career the ultimate ending, and finally brought redemption. He came from nothing, and changed
the world. I Am Durán is the autobiography of one of boxing’s most iconic legends.
Refugee Random House
This volume presents fifteen chapters of biography of African American and black champions and challengers of the early prize ring. They
range from Tom Molineaux, a slave who won freedom and fame in the ring in the early 1800s; to Joe Gans, the first African American world
champion; to the flamboyant Jack Johnson, deemed such a threat to white society that film of his defeat of former champion and “Great
White Hope” Jim Jeffries was banned across much of the country. Photographs, period drawings, cartoons, and fight posters enhance the
biographies. Round-by-round coverage of select historic fights is included, as is a foreword by Hall-of-Fame boxing announcer Al Bernstein.
Beautiful Brutality: The Family Ties at the Heart of Boxing Random House
When it comes to sports and entertainment, the glitz and the glamour of celebrity life, most of us only aspire to gain something small such as an
autograph. Few of us ever have the chance to sit down with stars and discuss their lives, or rub shoulders with those closest to them. Being up close and
personal with UFC, boxing and entertainment stars is just part of Fiaz Rafiq's daily routine. He's worked closely with some of the most revered
champions and pioneers of UFC. In this gripping memoir he shares riveting behind-the-scenes stories of the top MMA and boxing champions and
legends - from Randy Couture, Royce Gracie, Brock Lesnar, Daniel Cormier and Conor McGregor to Muhammad Ali and Bruce Lee (to many the
Godfather of MMA) - their gritty beginnings and their most triumphant moments. The result is the culmination of over two decades of work, gaining
the trust and confidence of the greatest fighters and personalities in MMA and combat sports. To the Top is a fascinating odyssey that uncovers the
hidden history of the most brutal combat sport on the planet.
The First Black Boxing Champions Penguin
Boxing - Training, Skills and Techniques is essential reading for both recreational and competitive boxers, and all those who wish to take up amateur
boxing, or participate in a boxing-based programme. It offers practical advice on the many crucial factors that need to be taken into account if the boxer
is to maximize his, or her, performance and potential. Topics include: an overview of the history of boxing; the amateur code; boxing weights;
recreational boxing; equipment and attire; a detailed consideration of both basic and advanced techniques; the role of the coach; fitness training; gym
work; running; conditioning; speed and agility training; making the weight and nutrition; planning the season, and much more.
Academy and Literature Amberley Publishing Limited
The magnificent, inspiring story of an AMERICAN SPORTS HERO, by Newbery Award-winning author Matt de la Pena. On the eve of World War II, African-
American boxer Joe Louis fought German Max Schmeling in a bout that had more at stake than just the world heavyweight title. For much of America, their fight
came to represent America’s war with Germany. This elegant and powerful picture book biography centers on this historic fight in which the American people
came together to celebrate our nation’s founding ideals. New York Times Best Illustrated Children’s Book Award Booklist Editor's Choice Best Books of 2011
School Library Journal Best Books of 2011
Hats, Handwraps and Headaches Random House
Boxing. The Sport of Kings. And for every king, there are kingmakers and princes, determined heirs and ruthless pretenders to the throne. Boxers may enter the ring
alone, but behind them are their families, many of whom have spent a career in the fight game themselves. And all are caught up in this most beautiful but brutal of
sports. Beautiful Brutality is the first book to examine the world of boxing from the perspective of family. With unprecedented access to the likes of the Calzaghes,
Mayweathers, Hattons and Khans, Sky Sports boxing expert Adam Smith lays bare the raw emotion at the heart of the sport. How does it feel when your son is
taking a pummelling? Can a father make rational judgements from the corner of the ring, in the frenzied atmosphere of a fight? And how much strength does a
boxer take from his family, or the family figures that so many trainers and promoters become? Passionate, hard-hitting and with astonishing revelations about the
world of boxing, Beautiful Brutality is written from the heart, by an author with a unique knowledge and experience of the fight game.
Behind the Mask Hodder Paperbacks
Acting wasn't a long-held childhood dream for Larry Lamb, instead his childhood memories are filled with recollections of his parents
continuously fighting. Life in the Lamb household veered from laughter and happy moments to hysterical outbursts. Larry was only too often
caught in the middle and found himself at the centre of his father's raging anger, tormented by a man who struggled with the enormity of
fatherhood. When his parents' marriage finally broke down, Larry's mother moved out. For years Larry didn't know where his mum lived
and he didn't dare talk of her at home, his mother's absence left a gaping hole. As soon as Larry was old enough, he left home. Putting as
much distance as he could between himself and his volatile childhood, he set off on a journey - looking for the close female companionship
he'd missed out on with his mother as he went - that would take him to work as an encyclopaedia salesman in Germany, in the oil business in
Libya and Nova Scotia until he found himself starring on Broadway. In time it would take him to Hollywood too and bring him leading roles
on the Square in Eastenders and in Billericay in the much-loved comedy Gavin and Stacey.
Relentless Random House
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The remarkable story of the winner of Celebrity Love Island follows Fran from a cramped semi on a Southern Ireland housing estate to the
heart of London club life. He candidly reveals how he was bullied at school in Ireland, was involved in running underground clubs, and
travelled extensively before winding up in London, penniless and willing to take any opportunity. Fran gives us a fascinating glimpse of the
modern celebrity world, through the eyes of an entertainment wizard who could make a vibrant, celeb-packed party out of anything. He's a
handsome charmer with the manners of an old-fashioned gent—a true paradox in a shallow media world. His extraordinary life is chronicled
here for the very first time in intimate detail.
My Autobiography Simon and Schuster
The award-winning, #1 New York Times bestselling novel from Alan Gratz tells the timely--and timeless--story of three different kids seeking refuge. A
New York Times bestseller! JOSEF is a Jewish boy living in 1930s Nazi Germany. With the threat of concentration camps looming, he and his family
board a ship bound for the other side of the world... ISABEL is a Cuban girl in 1994. With riots and unrest plaguing her country, she and her family set
out on a raft, hoping to find safety in America... MAHMOUD is a Syrian boy in 2015. With his homeland torn apart by violence and destruction, he
and his family begin a long trek toward Europe... All three kids go on harrowing journeys in search of refuge. All will face unimaginable dangers -- from
drownings to bombings to betrayals. But there is always the hope of tomorrow. And although Josef, Isabel, and Mahmoud are separated by continents
and decades, shocking connections will tie their stories together in the end. As powerful and poignant as it is action-packed and page-turning, this highly
acclaimed novel has been on the New York Times bestseller list for more than four years and continues to change readers' lives with its meaningful takes
on survival, courage, and the quest for home.
Drama in the Bahamas Allen Lane, a
WINNER OF THE 1996 WILLIAM HILL SPORTS BOOK OF THE YEAR PRIZE. In the early 1990s, Donald McRae set out to discover the truth about the
intense and forbidding world of professional boxing. Travelling around the States and Britain, he was welcomed into the inner sanctums of some of the greatest
fighters of the period - men such as Mike Tyson, Chris Eubank, Oscar de la Hoya, Frank Bruno, Evander Holyfield and Naseem Hamed among them. They opened
up to him, revealing unforgettable personal stories from both inside and outside the ring, and explaining why it is that some are driven to compete in this most brutal
of sports, risking their health and even their lives. The result is a classic account of boxing that remains as fresh and entertaining as when it was first published almost
20 years ago. McRae approaches his subjects with wit, compassion and insight, and the result was a book that was a deserved winner of the William Hill Sports Book
of the Year prize.
Fighter New York : Holt, Rinehart and Winston
** TELEGRAPH SPORTS BOOK OF THE YEAR ** DOUBLE WINNER: BEST AUTOBIOGRAPHY & BEST OVERALL SPORTS
BOOK OF 2020 INCLUDES A NEW CHAPTER ON WILDER VS FURY 2 ________________________________ 'Incredible stories...
you don't have to be a boxing fan to enjoy it' SCOTT MILLS, BBC RADIO 1 'One of sport's most heart-warming stories' SUNDAY
TIMES, SPORTS BOOK OF THE YEAR 'A must-read for any boxing fan.' WORLD BOXING NEWS 'If you know someone who is a
fan of the People's Champion then they'll love this.' TALKSPORT XMAS GIFT GUIDE The extraordinary story of the rise and fall and
rise again of Tyson Fury... THE GYPSY KING. A Manchester lad from Irish Traveller stock, born three months premature and weighing
just a pound at birth, Tyson (named after his father's boxing hero) grew up to become one of the most unlikely heavyweight champions in
history. This 'dream come true' soon turned to nightmare, however, as alcohol and cocaine abuse took hold and Tyson was stripped of his
titles. What followed was the darkest moment of his life - detailed in this book for the first time - in which he came within seconds of ending
everything. THE PEOPLE'S CHAMPION. Like all the greatest stories, though, there is redemption and Tyson defies all the odds and
literally drags himself to his feet. 10 million people around the globe watched Fury fight Wilder in the biggest fight of the boxing calendar.
Speaking candidly about his struggles with mental health, this is Tyson Fury as you have never seen him before. A BRITISH ICON.
________________________________ Behind the Mask is an unflinching autobiography from the greatest boxer of our time and a man
who has demonstrated strength of a very different kind by conquering his demons. ________________________________ 'It's a great book,
if I could read, I'd buy it' BILLY JOE SAUNDERS, WBO World Super-Middleweight Champion 'I didn't believe boxers could be role
models, but Tyson Fury has changed my mind... This 30-year-old Mancunian has made us all think twice about the possibilities of
redemption.' SIMON KELNER, INDEPENDENT 'Tyson Fury has become Britain's most unlikely inspirational figure... the sight of a
broken Fury caught a mood with the public. Never was the epithet "People's Champion" more apt' RON LEWIS, THE TIMES 'Tyson
Fury is an amazing real-life champion' SYLVESTER STALLONE, star of Rocky 'You may not have any interest in boxing at all and you
will find this story about Tyson's life fascinating' BBC RADIO 5 LIVE 'An unusual, heartening story, nicely told. There is much to amaze
and admire' SUNDAY TIMES
The Cyclopedia of American Biography John Blake
On December 11, 1981, Muhammad Ali slumped on a chair in the cramped, windowless locker room of a municipal baseball field outside Nassau. A
phalanx of sportswriters had pushed and shoved their way into this tiny, breeze-blocked space. In this most unlikely of settings, they had come to record
the last moments of the most storied of all boxing careers. They had come to intrude upon the grief. “It’s over,” mumbled Ali. “It’s over.” The
show that had entertained and wowed from Zaire to Dublin, from Hamburg to Manila, finally ended its twenty-one-year run, the last performance not
so much off-Broadway, more amateur theatre in the boondocks. In Drama in the Bahamas, Dave Hannigan tells the occasionally poignant, often
troubling, yet always entertaining story behind Ali’s last bout. Through interviews with many of those involved, he discovers exactly how and why, a
few weeks short of his fortieth birthday, a seriously diminished Ali stepped through the ropes one more time to get beaten up by Trevor Berbick. “Two
billion people will be conscious of my fight,” said Ali, trotting out the old braggadocio about an event so lacking in luster that a cow bell was pressed in
to service to signal the start and end of each round. How had it come to this? Why was he still boxing? Hannigan answers those questions and many
more, offering a unique and telling glimpse into the most fascinating sportsman of the twentieth century in the last, strange days of his fistic life.
Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Sports Publishing imprint, is proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in sports—books about
baseball, pro football, college football, pro and college basketball, hockey, or soccer, we have a book about your sport or your team. In addition to books
on popular team sports, we also publish books for a wide variety of athletes and sports enthusiasts, including books on running, cycling, horseback
riding, swimming, tennis, martial arts, golf, camping, hiking, aviation, boating, and so much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New
York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and
to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
A Nation's Hope: the Story of Boxing Legend Joe Louis Crowood
Lennox Lewis - Britain s first heavyweight champion this century - is a man of paradoxes. In the ring, he is the ruthless boxer and brilliant technician

that even Mike Tyson once paid to avoid; out of it, his favourite hobby is chess. Born and brought up in Britain to the age of twelve, it was nevertheless
for Canada that he won an Olympic gold medal. Written-off as a has-been following defeat by Oliver McCall, he came back triumphantly to regain his
title after years in the wilderness. Lennox Lewis explains the man behind the headlines. It describes his troubled childhood in London's East End, and
speaks about the hurt of his separation from his mother Violet, who had no choice but to leave her sons behind as she built a new life for them in
Canada. It tells how Lewis came to boxing and documents his relentless drive for success. Most of all, Lennox Lewis shows what it needs - from ferocity
in the ring to ruthless wheeler-dealing outside it - to become a world champion. It shows how if any man is equipped to achieve the elusive goal of
heavyweight title reunification, Lennox Lewis is that man.
Moab is My Washpot Hardpress Publishing
Gurganus tells us the story of his grandmother, Ethel, and her 3 sisters and how one of the Fraser sisters, Muriel, was painted by John Singer Sargent.
He also tells of Donald Fraser, the father of the girls, and how he came down in life; influenced by Karl May's vision of the West, he came to Chicago
with his family, but he was disappointed by May in the end when he learned that May wrote his stories from jail. Gurganus admits that while the
characters are real, "I've made so much of it up, you see. And then, having invented it, I transform the fiction into a curious pedigree"--Leaf [45].
Something Like an Autobiography John Blake
When Carl Froch defeated George Groves in their Wembley Stadium re-match in front of 80,000 fans, it went down as the biggest fight in
British boxing history, cementing Carl’s place as our greatest boxer – a pure warrior who has never accepted the easy way. Carl grew up a
tough kid on a Nottingham estate, where boxing helped to keep him out of trouble. His incredible natural ability soon led to a world amateur
medal before he turned pro and embarked on a long journey with his mentor and corner man Rob McCracken. Carl’s career has always
been defined by taking on the odds with blisteringly tough fights. He was never scared to fight in someone else’s backyard and always faced
the hardest opponents to prove himself – Jean Pascal, Arthur Abraham, Andre Ward, Lucien Bute and his incredible last round knock-out
of Jermain Taylor. But of course he will always be remembered for his showdowns with the great Dane Mikkel Kessler and then George
Groves, avenging his initial points defeat by Kessler and finishing Groves for a second time with one of the greatest punches in British boxing
history. Froch was first a local and now a national hero and here he tells the story of how he fought his way through sheer guts and
determination to the summit of the boxing world. PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED AS THE COBRA - NOW FULLY REVISED AND
UPDATED
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